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Abstract: This paper compares the performance of two algorithms for congestion control of
streaming media. The two methods are Datagram Congestion Control Protocol (DCCP) over
RED, and a solution based on an Active Queue Management (AQM) combined with explicit
feedback of congestion level experienced at routers. DCCP relies on binary congestion met-
rics, either as packet dropping or ECN marking at AQM routers. In contrast, our proposed
solution uses 32 bit congestion level metrics. Transmitted by ICMP Source Quench packets,
this enables much faster and accurate response than the binary DCCP. The simulation tool ns-
2 is used to compare the two methods transient and stationary behaviour, focusing on adapta-
tion speed and accuracy, delay and delay jitter, and fairness. The results reveal that DCCP is
inferior in almost all tests, and that the non-binary method proposed in this paper forms a
sound network base to provide stable quality and controlled delay for rate adaptive streaming
media.
Keywords: streaming media, rate adaptation, congestion control, Active Queue Management,
queuing theory, control theory.

1. INTRODUCTION
The study of this paper is motivated towards making packet switched networks more suitable
for real-time streaming media using RTP/UDP packets, and is a continuation of previous studies
of ours [1]–[4]. The main network challenge in carrying streaming video is to obtain low router
backlog, low packet drop ratio, and high link utilization. Although the ATM research conducted
throughout the 1980’s and 90’s resulted in many advanced traffic management tools ensuring
QoS guarantees for video traffic [5,6], they turned out to be very complex and comprehensive.
While admission control could be applied to ensure a minimum quality (i.e. throughput) per
flow, congestion control is an unavoidable tool in order to sustain the before mentioned chal-
lenges for the admitted flows, i.e. to balance the aggregate input traffic to the network capacity. 

Audiovisual sources employing rate adaptation (RA) is still deployed in limited scale.
However, as the amount of non-TCP traffic increases rapidly with the success of VoIP and vid-
eoconferencing, the need for RA persists. In order to prevent congestion collapse of the Internet
[7], IETF is currently pushing DCCP (Datagram Congestion Control Protocol) [8] to become
the new protocol standard for streaming media replacing UDP. DCCP controls the available
bandwidth of the application, while the RA itself is still left open to the application providers.
For best DCCP performance in congested environment RED [9] or other type of AQM-enabled
routers with ECN [10] enabled should be used. TCP-friendliness as well as DCCP fairness is
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obtained by TCP-like congestion control or TCP friendly rate control equation (TFRC) at the
source nodes [11]. However, the binary congestion level feedback (either packet drops or ECN
marking) limits the accuracy of the information, and the TCP-friendliness constraint limits the
speed of adaptation [12]. In contrast, our proposed method uses a router AQM that calculates
an explicit 32 bit metric based on input information rate, queue size, and output capacity. The
TCP-friendliness is decoupled from the congestion control by the AQM itself, and hence the RA
speed can be fast. This paper compares the performance of our AQM to DCCP, focusing on la-
tency, packet drop, link utilization, adaptation speed and accuracy. The comparison is per-
formed using the ns-2 [13] simulation environment, extended with our AQM and an external
DCCP module [14].

The paper is organized as follows: Chapter 2 gives the introduction to our AQM design
and the congestion control algorithm itself. Chapter 3 gives the results from a set of simulation
scenarios, comparing the performance of our AQM design to DCCP. Chapter 4 gives a discus-
sion before the conclusions follows in chapter 5. As an introduction to DCCP see e.g. [8].

2. THE AQM DESIGN 

2.1 Two-queue scheduler and inner and outer loop
The proposed AQM design consists of two
main functionalities: (i) the “inner loop”,
which is essentially a Proportional gain
controller, running for matching input rate
and equilibrium queue size in steady state,
and (ii) the “outer loop” which is the con-
gestion level algorithm and the signalling
back to the streaming media sources. The
inner loop has been proven to provide good working conditions for both TCP and UDP flows
[15] at traffic congestion, as the TCP flow can utilize ECN marking, while UDP packets are
dropped. TCP-friendliness is assured by the AQM itself, as it monitors the number of significant
active flows, and provides a two-queue scheduler system. The UDP queue inner loop working
conditions constitute the basis for the UDP outer loop calculations, while the TCP queue (con-
sisting of all non-UDP packets) runs only a separate inner loop.

2.2 P-AQM — the “inner loop”
The AQM in Figure 2 is a Proportional controller (thus “P-AQM”), run separately at both the
TCP and the UDP queue, and scaling the input traffic at node l (i.e. queue l) given by

(1)

where l is queue number (just for giving all queues and nodes in the network a unique queue
number), k is time index with granularity dT,  is the control signal giving the probability
of packet survival,  is output link capacity for queue l,  is estimated input rate (before
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Figure 1 The two-queue solution of the “inner
loop”. The queue scheduler provides built-in TCP-
friendliness by monitoring the number of active flows.
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any stochastic packet dropping) at period k,  is the proportional gain,  is the target queue
size equilibrium value, and  is the sampled queue size each period k. This equation is
slightly modified compared to an earlier publication [4] to give more stable and predictable per-
formance. Note that the first term (left both lines) is a rate matching term (regardless of value
of r), while the second term (right term top line) is a buffer matching term, thus making this
AQM designed to match both the rate and the queue size. The buffer matching term is only used
when the input rate is larger than the output capacity. 

In Figure 2, the signal  is the probability of packet survival, given by

(2)

i.e. the value is truncated to lie in the re-
gion zero to one. This makes the feed-
back control system non-linear. Note
that when , the u-value is above
one, but is truncated to one through (2).
The estimation of the input rate  is
performed through a simple one-tap re-
cursive filter

, (3)

where  is a constant selected between
zero and one (the smaller value the lower cut-off frequency of the low-pass filtering), and 
is number of arriving packets or bytes (depending on the P-AQM is running in byte or packet
mode). A stability analysis for the inner loop is performed in an earlier publication [4], which
showed that the loop index k granularity in seconds, dT, should be set to equivalently 50–100
packets service time, and K in the region 0.2–0.5.

2.3 ECF (Explicit Congestion Feedback) — the “outer loop”
Rate adaptation (RA) must be carried
out at the media sources to avoid further
congestion. Max-min fairness [16] is
chosen as the fairness criteria between
the different streaming media sources.
This implies that the RTT (round-trip-
time) of the different sessions do not im-
pact the long-term fairness, only the
speed in which fairness is obtained. This
is in contrast to DCCP that adjusts its
speed also by RTT measures, in order to
stay TCP friendly.

The RA engine at the source needs
information about available bandwidth.
Since our AQM is unaware of the layers
above the transport layer, and there is no IP or UDP/RTP packet header field to transport this
information in-band, ICMP Source Quench (SQ) [17] packets have been chosen as explicit in-
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Figure 2 Illustration of how the inner loop P-AQM
works. Each loop period dT it counts the arrival of bytes
to the queue, , and calculates the probability of
dropping new arriving packets, .
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formation carrier of the congestion level, and named Explicit Congestion Feedback (ECF).
Since the ICMP SQ signalling is directed directly towards the sources, the response will also be
faster in addition to being much more precise. The ICMP SQ header has a 32 bit wide unused
field that we allocated for our purpose. ICMP Echo packets are also submitted periodically from
the P-AQM towards the contributing UDP sources to monitor both the average ( ) and max-
imum ( ) round-trip delay. The reason for this is that the new aggregated UDP byte rate
is not completely visible at the AQM node before  seconds after the last ECF report
was submitted. The time between each ECF report must therefore at least be . Howev-
er, in order for the new aggregated UDP rate to be estimated with good accuracy, we define the
time separation between each ECF report to be

 [s] (4)

where  is the period
where the new aggregate
byte rate is stable (this in-
cludes both the sources that
adapt to the information, and
any ill-behaving UDP sourc-
es not running any RA).

 is rounded upwards
so that divided on dT it gives
integer . The new aggre-
gate input UDP byte rate for
period n is calculated as

, (5)

where  is the number of incoming UDP bytes in the period .
The goal of the RA is to obtain stability in the queue length with low delay and delay jitter;

at least to avoid empty buffer (to ensure high link utilization) and avoid too full buffer (to avoid
packet drops). The “inner loop” assists in avoiding tail-dropping, but bringing the queue length
too close to the AQM equilibrium point  causes randomized packet drop ([4] shows 1% or
more packet drop ratio in steady state). The solution is therefore to use two separate equilibrium
settings for the UDP queue:  for the inner loop, and a smaller queue equilibrium point

 for the outer loop, . The inner loop runs at a finer granularity than the
outer loop, see Figure 4. In this figure,  and . Thus, the change in
queue size for UDP packets over one  period will be given as

(6)

where  is the new aggregate rate wanted by the P-AQM node to obtain  packets
in the UDP-queue, and the output capacity  for UDP is estimated dynamically as

, (7)
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i.e. the capacity c scaled by the number of UDP flows relative to all flows. The working condi-
tion was to keep the queue size of UDP packets close to . Thus we have that

 (8)

where  time index , i.e. the UDP-queue size sample read the last inner
loop period in  period n (see Figure 4). Solving (6) and (8) explicitly for  we get

(9)

which is the new wanted aggregated UDP byte rate. Since we seek a  that will re-
move the deviation from having exactly  UDP packets in the queue, the terms in the numer-
ator will converge to zero and  towards . 

To obtain fairness among the different UDP flows, we use additive increase (AI) and mul-
tiplicative decrease (MD). MD is calculated at the P-AQM as

. (10)

To avoid fairness convergence stalling when aggregate input byte rate matches closely both ca-
pacity and buffer equilibrium,  is signalled if five sequential MDs of values
above 0.96 has been calculated the previous  periods. 

The additive increase is chosen to be 50% of the value  to
provide smoothness in the increase of aggregate byte rate. In addition, the value is divided
equally among the sources. Thus, the additive increase per source is given as

. (11)

So, depending on the relative size of , either  or  is stored in the
ICMP SQ packets “unused” 32 bit field. Denoting this field , and limiting (11) to

, each media source controlled by this signalling changes its average byte rate to 

(12)

where  is the maximum (original) rate of the source.
The media sources might receive ECF-values from multiple AQM nodes, decided by the

number of such AQM nodes in the network path towards the receiver. The solution is for each
RA media source to distinguish which node it receives these ICMP SQ packets from, and com-
pute as many resulting byte rates as the number of different ICMP SQ senders. The media
source then simply selects the lowest resulting byte rate, which will ensure max-min fairness.

The AIMD rate adaptation presented does not follow the AIMD(a,b) guidelines of [11],
so it is the fairness between the UDP sources that this algorithm targets only. The TCP-friend-
liness is taken care of by the queue scheduling at the router itself. The challenge is to monitor
and count the number of active TCP and UDP flows. Also, it differs from traditional TCP-
friendliness [18], in that it does not differ its bandwidth share as function of RTT.
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In this paper the media RA engine is assumed to make precise change of the transmitted
byte rate in correspondence with the  received in the ICMP SQ packets. Typically, state-
of-the-art rate controllers of live encoders and transcoders are not able to meet the exact rate
requirements of every group of frames, but we can assume it is met sufficiently well when av-
eraging over longer intervals. Another assumption is that the change of target byte rate is made
effective immediately after the reception of a new . Typically, audio and video is com-
pressed in blocks of frames and Group of Pictures (GOP = typically 12 frames for video, or
480ms for 25 frames per second). The compression parameters for CBR mode is optimized so
that each GOP produce the same number of bytes, while VBR can vary its target rate on a frame
by frame basis [21]. This means that the change of target rate is not activated until next frame
(VBR) or start of next GOP (CBR). This will influence the adaptation speed, and might give
somewhat higher drop probabilities than given by the results of this paper. 

Also well worth discussing is our usage of rate adaptive CBR and Poisson sources for
ECF/P-AQM test, and FTP source for DCCP/RED tests. The latter is simply a source that will
follow the DCCP packet scheduling guidance perfectly, without having any bandwidth require-
ments, and is proposed by [14]. CBR will follow a steady packet rate following the AIMD given
by ECF. The Poisson source intensity  will follow the ECF, but the packet scheduling variance
will vary according to normal Poisson behaviour. It has been shown that open loop VBR encod-
ing (no rate control) exhibits self-similar and long-range dependent (LRD) traffic [19,20]. Con-
strained VBR has however removed almost all LRD [21]. The usage of Poisson source to model
VBR in this paper can therefore be defended by assuming rate adaptive VBR based on the im-
plementation outlined in [21]. 

3. THE COMPARISON OF ECF TO DCCP
Figure 5 shows the scenario simulated for the com-
parison of ECF and DCCP. Communicating pairs is
always (even_number,even_number+1). The propa-
gation delays between node 0 and 1, and node 1 and
receiving nodes, are fixed at 10ms. The delay be-
tween the sources and the AQM node, termed , is
varied to arrange for different RTT scenarios. Note
that DCCP will see end-to-end RTT, while ECF will
see the RTT between the source and the AQM node.
Maximum buffer size is 400 packets. The equilibrium
queue size for P-AQM outer loop is 70 packets, while
RED average target delay is set to 100 packets. The RED parameters are set according to [22],
and gentle_=adaptive_ =true. For P-AQM,  and . The data packet
size including transport layer headers is 1500 bytes. Both P-AQM and RED is set to byte count
mode to adjust correctly for the shorter ICMP and DCCP ACK packets.

3.1 Transient behaviour
In the first test, five sources are started in sequence at t=0, 10, 20, 30, and 40s, and in the second
test all five sources are started simultaneously but stopped in sequence at t=60, 70, 80, 90, and
100s.  and CBR and Poisson source original average bit rates are 20Mbps. For DC-
CP, the access bandwidth is limited to 20Mbps, so that the maximum bit rate of DCCP will
equal that of ECF. Thus, the fair bandwidth share when 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 sources are active, is
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Figure 5 The dumbbell network sce-
nario simulated. AQM is P-AQM for ECF
test, while gentle adaptive RED with ECN
enabled for the DCCP tests.
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20, 15, 10, 7.5, and 6Mbps, respectively. While ECF shows stable, accurate and fast rate adap-
tation (Figure 6), DCCP (Figure 7) is burdened with sluggish bandwidth (TCP-like) or slow re-
sponse time (TFRC). The unstable bandwidth of DCCP TCP-like will result in varying
perceived media quality even in the periods between new flow arrivals. For ECF we notice that
the convergence time to fair bandwidth is a bit slow with CBR sources in the first test because
the aggregated rate is adjusted too accurately. The Poisson test reveals that a more natural un-
stable source than this clean CBR will force a much faster convergence time. This is known
from adaptive control theory as “persistent excitation”, in that the system needs to be excited by
sufficiently rich input signals for efficient estimation of unknown parameters. In follow-up
work also more accurate VBR models [19]–[21] will be included in similar tests.

3.2 Steady-state behaviour
In this section the focus is on packet drop, delay and delay jitter, and fairness of bandwidth
share. All simulations were run over 100s, and the data results from the first 10s were removed
in order to suppress the transient effects. The sources were started in sequence, but only sepa-
rated by 10ms. The RTT and the number of sources were varied.
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Figure 6 The precise feedback provided by periodic ICMP SQ packets make ECF very fast and ac-
curate. The curves shows the throughput as counted bytes received per 0.5s at receiving node 3.
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The packet drop statistics showed as expected that DCCP TCP-like over ECN-enabled
RED had zero drop, at least for 10 and 30 active sources. However, when 100 sources was ac-
tivated, even DCCP experienced packet drops, at 5.7, 5.3, and 3.2% for RTT=60, 100, and
240ms, respectively. DCCP TFRC was run in two tests only, and had slightly better perform-
ance: zero drop at 30 sources, and 1.2% drop at 100 sources and RTT=100ms. For P-AQM tests
using ECF RA, the drop statistics showed approximately 0.01, 0.1, and 0.7% for the same end-
to-end (e2e) RTTs, respectively. Most simulations showed between 99.8 and 100% link utiliza-
tion, since the queue buffer almost never drained. DCCP went down to 92% utilization at some
tests; this was due to the use of too short buffer for RED to avoid strong queue oscillations.

Figure 8 shows the results for average queue delay, queue delay jitter, and fairness. The
top left plot shows that DCCP over RED is not able to maintain target delay (100 packets of
1500 bytes over 30Mbps is 40ms) when the number of sources and RTT is varied. Not shown
in the figure is a test with 100 DCCP TFRC sources: the results were almost identical to DCCP
TCP-like. Also not shown in the figure is 100 DCCP TFRC sources run over P-AQM instead
of RED: the results show that delay for the same three RTTs is between 40 and 50ms, i.e. 15ms
lower. ECF on the other hand is capable of holding its target delay (70 packets of 1500 bytes
over 30Mbps gives 28ms) much better, only for 100 sources and RTT=240ms (e2e) the average
delay drops to about 18.7ms. 
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Figure 8 DCCP TCP-like and ECF control of CBR sources comparison: Top left: average queue de-
lay. Top right: queue delay jitter. Bottom left: fairness at RTT=60ms (e2e). Bottom right: fairness at
RTT=240ms (e2e). 30 sources sharing 30Mbit/s link means that fairness=1.0 is 1.0Mbit/s.
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Top right plot shows the delay jitter, which also shows that DCCP delay variance increas-
es as the number of sources and RTT increases. ECF is able to control the jitter around 2–5ms
maximum, except for 100 sources at 240ms which gives 9.6ms. DCCP TCP-like with 100
sources has severe jitter due to significant queue oscillations. Not shown in the figure are the
similar tests with DCCP TFRC over RED and over P-AQM: the RED test results were compa-
rable to ECF, while the P-AQM were in fact even lower (2.8, 3.9 and 10.8ms).

The bottom left and right plots of Figure 8 shows the fairness of bandwidth share, taken
from the previous tests of DCCP TCP-like and ECF CBR, where the number of sources was 30,
and the RTT was 60 and 240ms, respectively. In addition, the 60ms test was expanded with re-
sults running ECF with a Poisson source, and the 240ms test expanded by DCCP TFRC. The
ECF CBR tests shows stable fairness close to 1.0, except for the sources started last, which are
given higher bandwidth than its fair share. The reason for this is that for these sources, the con-
vergence towards fair share is done from above 1Mbps and towards 1Mbps, while for the ma-
jority of the sources, the convergence is from below 1Mbps and upwards (as seen in the example
of Figure 6a). Notice that for ECF controlling Poisson (i.e. constrained VBR) sources, this phe-
nomenon is gone, and all values lie in the region 0.98 to 1.02. The DCCP results shows that the
fairness lies in the region 0.89 to 1.14 and 0.78 to 1.3 for the RTT=60 and 240ms, respectively.

4. DISCUSSION
The results of DCCP TCP-like show that although it is fast to adapt, the bandwidth share never
stabilizes, as one could guess since it follows TCPs AIMD. The fairness among DCCP flows is
not satisfactory (Figure 8), which is in compliance with similar research [23]. Run over
RED+ECN, the queue delay grows as the number of sources grows, indicating that RED is
marking with too low probability. Also the queue delay jitter grows substantially, indicating in-
creasing level of queue oscillations. DCCP TFRC over RED shows smoother bandwidth share,
but it is slower in convergence time. TFRC gets the similar average delay as TCP-like, while
delay jitter is lower. One surprise was the nice results when running DCCP TFRC over P-
AQM+ECN in place of RED+ECN: the target delay deviation was less, as was the delay jitter. 

In all tests however, ECF over P-AQM shows superior performance in both the transient
and steady-state tests. The periodic signalling of 32 bit  congestion metric using ICMP
SQ packets is the key component. This signalling will of course cost some capacity. The original
ICMP SQ packet consists of the usual 20 byte IP header and 36 byte for the ICMP SQ. For our
purpose only 8 of these 36 bytes are usable, so a dedicated ICMP ECF type had been more band-
width efficient. In the transient tests in Section 3.1 the  was calculated to 160ms, while
in the tests in Section 3.2 with longest RTT the  was 520ms. In the case with 5 sources
in Section 3.1, 5 times 56 byte per 160ms gives 14kbit/s (0.05%), while 100 sources in the latter
test gives 86kbit/s (0.3%). These numbers increase with increasing number of sources and de-
creasing RTT. The periodicity of  should therefore be adjusted upwards to avoid signal-
ling traffic load above some defined limit. For RTCP it is normally defined to 5% of the RTP
traffic, for comparison. DCCP also generates overhead due to the acknowledgement packets. In
addition ECF over P-AQM signals ICMP Echo (ping) packets in order to monitor the dynamics
in RTT: the periodicity of this signalling should also be limited based on number of sources.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has described a novel Active Queue Management approach based on a proportional
gain controller (P-AQM), designed for controlling streaming media carried by UDP packets,
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and a novel congestion feedback mechanism ECF, using ICMP SQ packets to signal the 32 bit
congestion metrics. ns-2 simulations is performed in order to compare ECF over P-AQM to
DCCP over RED. 

DCCP TCP-like and TFRC over RED showed that the average target delay and jitter was
increasing at increasing number of contributing sources, and somewhat decreasing at increasing
RTT. One test showed DCCP TFRC over P-AQM outperformed TFRC over RED when it
comes to average delay and delay jitter. All stationary tests for ECF showed superior perform-
ance compared to DCCP. Also, the transient tests revealed that ECF is a much more accurate
and faster adaptation scheme compared to both TCP-like and TFRC variants of DCCP, indicat-
ing it will provide more stable perceived media quality with less end-to-end delay than DCCP.
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